PA R I S

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed
by the things that you didn’t do than by the ones you did do.
So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbour.
Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore…Dream… Discover…
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TRAVEL PROGRAM (1)
SEPTEMBER 23 (Sunday): AUCKLAND – DUBAI
Private transfers to Auclkland Airport provided by Emirates for the different
participants in the trip. Presentation around 18:00 hours at the Auckland Airport
Terminal I Emirates business check-in counters, in order to fly on the Emirates EK
449 regular flight to Dubai; departing 20:30 hours.
Meals and night on board the flight.

SEPTEMBER 24 (Monday): DUBAI – PARIS (Charles de Gaulle)
17 hours and 5 minutes direct flight. Expected arrival 05:35 a.m. local time at the
Dubai Airport Terminal 3 and connection at the same Terminal 3 with the Emirates
EK 073 regular flight to Paris; departing 08:20 a.m.
7 hours and 10 minutes direct flight. Expected arrival 13:30 hours local time at the
Charles de Gaulle Airport Terminal 2C; passport control and customs.
Meeting with a local guide and private transfer to the Paris Hotel chosen.
Afternoon to rest and recover from the long journey.
Private transfer in the evening to a good local restaurant for dinner.
Return private transfer and stay at the Paris hotel chosen.

SEPTEMBER 25 (Tuesday): PARIS
Breakfast at the hotel. Full day Paris city tour in a private vehicle with an English
speaking guide, getting to know the main downtown highlights of one of the most
vibrant cities in the World and visiting the Louvre Museum, before cruising the
Seine River while having lunch on board one of the famous Bateaux Parisiens. In
the afternoon the group will go all the way up to the top of the main Paris icon, the
Eiffel Tower, to be able to have a 360 degrees view over the city.
Private transfer in the evening to a good local restaurant for dinner.
Return private transfer and stay at the hotel chosen.
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TRAVEL PROGRAM (2)

SEPTEMBER 26 (Wednesday): PALACE of VERSAILLES & LIDO
Breakfast at the hotel. Morning excursion in a private vehicle with an English
speaking guide to the famous Palace of Versailles, one of the most famous and a
real model to many of the Royal Palaces built afterwards al over the World;
besides the enormous and magnificent buildings, the gardens with all the fountains
and the original Galerie del Glaces or Hall of Mirrors are really worth a visit.
Lunch held at a good local restaurant and return to Paris in the afternoon.
Private transfer in the evening to the Lido de Paris for a Dinner Show, a
magnificent way to feel the glamour of this famous City of Light and Love.
Return private transfer and stay at the hotel chosen.

SEPTEMBER 27 to 30 (Thursday to Sunday): PARIS RYDER CUP
Breakfast at the hotel. Daily private round trip transfers to attend the Ryder Cup
Championship, held at the Le Golf National in Paris (40 Km. away from downtown
Paris and around 40 minutes by car), these four days (the matches are really held
only the last three days); with VIP daily entrances including the Official Program, a
commemorative gift, Tv and radio official coverage of the whole Championship, a
reserved table with restaurant service the whole day through including seated
breakfast and lunch, tea time, wine, beer and softdrinks; in one of the two facilities
offered (Riviera Restaurant in Golf Hole Number 7 or Albatros & Aigle Galleries in
Golf Hole Number 12).
(The two previous days are only for practice, there will still be no matches going on
and so there are no VIP entrances available for September 25 & 26).
Private transfer in the evening to a good local restaurant for dinner.
Return private transfer and stay at the hotel chosen.
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TRAVEL PROGRAM (3)

OCTOBER 1 (Monday): PARIS (Charles de Gaulle) - DUBAI
Breakfast at the hotel. Enjoy this morning in Paris by driving the simple but quite
fun and famous Citröen Deux Chevaux Vapeur, visiting the Montmatre
Neighbourhood with it’s artist’s square Place du Tertre and the Le Sacre Coeur
church with its famous steps and the magnificent view over Paris. Lunch at a good
local restaurant and private transfer back to the chosen hotel.
Late check-out guaranteed at the hotel till 18:00 hours. Private vehicle transfer to
Charles de Gaulle Airport Terminal 2C, at the previously advised time, to leave on
the regular EK 076 flight, departing 21:55 hours to Dubai.
Meals and night on board the flight.

OCTOBER 2 (Tuesday): DUBAI – AUCKLAND
6 hours and 40 minutes direct flight. Expected arrival 06:35 a.m. local time at the
Dubai Airport Terminal 3 and connection at the same Terminal 3 with the Emirates
EK 448 regular flight to Auckland; departing 10:05 a.m.
Meals and night on board the flight.

OCTOBER 3 (Wednesday): AUCKLAND
15 hours and 45 minutes direct flight. Expected arrival 10:05 a.m. local time at the
Auckland Airport Terminal I; passport control and customs; baggage pick-up and
private transfers back home provided by Emirates for the participants.
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PROGRAM PRICES:
•

* ALL THE PRICES ARE PER PERSON:

-

1- Air ticket in regular flights and business class seats Auckland – Dubai – Paris – Dubai – Auckland, including all taxes:

-

* Transfer & Visits (9 to 12 persons round trip with English speaking assistance in an 18 seater minibus):

-

2- Charles de Gaulle Airport – Hotel Downtown Paris – Charles de Gaulle Airport (including another vehicle for luggage):

-

3- Hotel Downtown Paris – Le Golf National in Paris – Hotel Downtown Paris (total for the 4 days) :

-

4- Hotel Downtown Paris – local restaurant or show – Hotel Downtown Paris (per day) :

-

5- Paris City Tour + Louvre Group Entrance & earphones + lunch Bateaux Parisiens + Eiffel Tower Top Entrance (8 hrs.):

-

6- Versailles Palace Tour + Gardens & earphones + lunch La Petit Venise restaurant (6 hrs.):

-

7- Lido Dinner & Show (including 3 courses, half a wine bottle, water, coffee and a glass of champagne):

-

8- Paris 2CV tour (3 hours in a total of 4 cars):

-

* Hotel Stay prices (7 nights + late check-out, on bed and breakfast basis, per person in double or single room):

-

9- Castille Paris Hotel ( www.starhotelscollezione.com/en/ )

-

10- Juliana Paris Hotel ( http://hoteljuliana.paris/fr/ )

-

11- Vernet Paris Hotel ( www.hotelvernet-paris.com )

-

12- Sofitel Le Faubourg ( www.sofitel-paris-lefaubourg.com )

-

13- Le Meurice ( www.dorchestercollection.com/en/paris/le-meurice/

-

14- De Crillon ( www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/hotel-de-crillon )

-

15- Four Seasons George V ( www.fourseasons.com/paris/ )

•
•

* VIP Ryder Cup Tickets (4 days, including Official Program, a commemorative gift, Tv and radio official coverage of the
whole Championship, a reserved table with restaurant service the whole day through including seated breakfast and lunch,
tea time, wine, beer and softdrinks):

-

16- Riviera Restaurant in Golf Hole number 7 with a flexible restaurant service and an informal ambiance:

-

17- Albatros & Aigle Galleries in Golf Hole number 12 with a french gastronomic experience and an informal ambiance:

-

18- Travel Insurance Policy (Without any cancellation charges coverage):

PROGRAM PRICES:

* INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM:
-

Air ticket in regular flights and business class seats Auckland – Dubai – Paris – Dubai – Auckland, with all taxes included.

-

Transfers, visits, entrances and meals featured in the Itinerary with the name of the venue specified.

-

VIP Package as offered for the Ryder – Cup in Paris 2018 from September 27 to 30.

-

Seven nights stay and a guaranteed late check-out at the chosen hotel on bed and breakfast basis.

-

Insurance Travel Policy.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------* NOT INCLUDED IN THE PROGRAM:
•

Any gratuities or service charges.

•

Any extra services not featured in the program.

•

Meals featured in the program still pending about the name of the restaurant and correspondent price.
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CONSIDERATIONS FOR THIS JOURNEY (1)

* DOCUMENTS AND CUSTOM REQUIREMENTS:
New Zealand citizens only need a return ticket and a passport, which has at least three
months validity from the date of the intended departure from any Schengen area country,
such as France.

* SAFETY PROCEDURES:
Since what happened on September 11 in the U.SA., safety procedures have been
considerably increased in airports and in all flights, so no one can carry in their hand
luggage any metal sharp or puncturing object; liquids, gel, cream, toothpaste or make-up
must be carried in up to 100 milimiter containers and in a transparent and hermetical plastic
bag with a maximun of 20 cm. rectangular or square side.
All electronic devices carried in the hand luggage (such as mobile phones, cameras, etc …)
must be able to be swithched on inmediately if required so and in general one must follow
the security personnel indications that may sometimes require a lot of patience.
As anywhere else in the world, it is convenient to carry only the amount of money needed,
leaving the rest in the safety deposit box of the room or hotel. One should also ask if it is
necessary to carry the passport together with the personal I.D. provided by the hotel.

* LOCAL CURRENCY IN THE DESTINATION:
The Euro (EUR) is the currency in France.
The actual average exchange rate: 1 NZD= 0,56 EUR.
It is better to get Euros at home than abroad, due to a better exchange rate.
The International Credit Cards are accepted in most hotels, shops and venues in France
and usually you get a better echange rate paying with credit cards.

* TELEPHONE CALLS: France Prefix (33)
To call or contact back home one can use cellular phones with some applications.
From most hotels international calls arte easily available simply touching first a certain key,
but these calls are usually expensive.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THIS JOURNEY (2)
* LUGGAGE:
It is convenient to have all the luggage intended to be checked-in at the airport well
identified; in order to pick it up faster on arrival or to recover it in case of any luggage getting
lost. Always try to hook more than one personal tag with you data (name, address and a
contact phone number), in each suitcase or piece of luggage to be checked-in, because
sometimes one can be torn off and without proper identification it can be quite complicated
to be taken to the correct destination.
Never leave your luggage unattended, as it prevents it from robbery, getting lost or
problems with the police that can pick it up and destroy it.
Never put valuable objects (such as jewelry, electronic or photographic equipment) in the
luggage to be checked-in. For digital cameras it is convenient to carry replacement batteries
and enough memory cards of the precised type, as it is not always easy to find them.

* TIME ZONE IN DESTINATION:
Usually Paris is 12 hours back from the local time in New Zealand.

* ELECTRIC CURRENT AT DESTINATION:
In France it is 230 volts and 50 Hetrz. Electric sockets have usually two thin cilindrical pins,
so it is convenient to carry a universal adaptor apliance.

* WEATHER IN SEPTIEMBER IN PARIS:
The start of Autumm in Paris is usually mild, with average temperatures ranging from 13 to
21 degrees Celsius and a medium chance of light rain throughout the day.
It is convenient to wear cotton clothes with some sweaters, formal clothes for restaurants, a
light raincoat, a hat or cap for the sun, confortable shoes and some sun screen lotion.

* HEALTHY TRAVELLING:
To avoid accidents and health problems while travelling, it is convenient to:
Sleep us much as possible during the trip. Drink a lot of water, even more on the airplanes,
due to the extreme dryness of its presurized ambiance.
Be careful with the air condioning of the room, don’t put it too high to avoid getting a cold.

